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Today, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev has been sentenced to death on some counts, including “the use
of  a  weapon of  mass  destruction  (pressure  cooker  bomb #2)  resulting  in  death”  and
“destruction of property by means of an explosive (pressure cooker bomb #2), resulting in
death,” The Guardian reports.

Global Research invites you to take a moment to look at some of the best articles published
on the Boston Marathon Bombing and the Tsarnaev brothers,  all  of  which reveal  lies,
anomalies and inconsistencies in the official story.

Probably the most disturbing aspect of Tsarnaev’s trial is that, although he pleaded not
guilty, his attorney conceded that he in fact was guilty.

Joachim Hagopian explains:

Despite Dzhokhar Tsarnaev pleading not guilty to the 30 counts (17 carrying
the death penalty) he was charged within a week after the April 15th bombings
last year, his lead defense attorney Judy Clark several days ago conceded to
the jury that her client was guilty in her closing argument. Apparently blaming
the dead brother whose due process was denied became Dzhokhar’s  only
defense strategy. The defense team insisted that he was coerced and bullied
by his older brother into committing alleged acts of terrorism. Considering no
real solid proof other than photos placing Dzhokhar and older brother Tamerlan
both wearing backpacks at  the scene of  the crime where the two bombs
exploded was even presented at the trial, no justice for either the Tsarnaevs
nor the many victims can possibly come from this guilty verdict.

If the purpose of the US judicial system in criminal trials is to ensure that all
factual evidence surrounding an alleged crime or crimes be accurately and
fairly presented so that the jurors can properly assess the best semblance of
the truth as presented by both prosecution and defense in order for the jury to
adjudicate and decide a defendant’s true guilt or innocence, this trial was a
complete travesty of justice. (Joachim Hagopian, Boston Marathon Bombings’
Guilty Verdict Exposed as a Gross Travesty of Justice, Global Research, April
12, 2014)

As stated in an article published by  WhoWhatWhy  in December 2014, we also learned
during the trial that his late brother Tamerlan had been accused of a triple murder without
any evidence to support the accusations. It was also suggested that Dzhokhar may have
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been involved.

For nearly any crime requiring a “Whodunnit” answer in Boston around the
time of the April 15, 2013 Marathon bombing, the authorities answered: The
Tsarnaev brothers.

One egregious crime pinned on them was a grisly Sept. 11, 2011, triple murder
in Waltham, Mass.

Now, prosecutors in the trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev have delivered a shocking
reversal. They admit to having no evidence that his dead brother, Tamerlan,
was involved in the slayings.

That  wasn’t  the  case  right  after  the  bombing:  law  enforcement  fingered
Tamerlan as the perpetrator, and suggested Dzokhar may have been involved.
Much of the media has presented it as fact ever since.” (James Henry, Boston
Bombing: Feds Admit No Evidence Tsarnaev Brothers Involved in the Slayings,
WhoWhatWhy, December 9, 2014)

In addition to inconsistencies and lies in the narrative, mysterious deaths surrounding this
case involved the FBI. Two FBI agents who had been involved in Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s arrest
 “were killed after falling from a helicopter into the water” and Ibragim Todashev, a Mixed
Martial Arts (MMA) fighter believed to be a friend of Tamerlan Tsarnaev, “was shot and killed
in his apartment by the FBI.”(JG Vibes, FBI Agents Killed in Virginia Were Investigating the
Boston Bombing, intellihub.com and Global Research, May 25, 2013)

PilotOnLine.com reported:

“A law enforcement source told The Pilot  the incident happened about 12
nautical miles off the coast of Virginia Beach. The official blamed bad weather
for the incident and said the agents – members of the FBI’s Hostage Rescue
Team, based in Quantico – fell into the water. The official said he believed the
agents died as a result of the impact rather than drowning.”

Tamerlan was also suspected to be a double agent for the FBI.

The selection of articles below reveals several other inconsistencies contained in the official
version as well as many anomalies surrounding this affair.

SELECTED ARTICLES

Boston Marathon Bombings’ Guilty Verdict Exposed as a Gross Travesty of Justice, Joachim
Hagopian,

With the official government narrative of the 9/11 attack filled with a plethora
of lies that have since been subsequently exposed, the next biggest “war on
terror” event on US soil that the feds failed to stop was the April 2013 Boston
Marathon bombings.

Boston Bombing: Feds Admit No Evidence Tsarnaev Brothers Involved in the Slayings, James
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The  Boston  Marathon  bombing  is  much  more  important  than  has  been
acknowledged, principally because it is the defining domestic national security
event since 9/11—and has played a major role in expanding the power of the
security state.

The Boston Bombing Web of Lies, Julie Lévesque

According to the suspects’ mother, the FBI had been following them for years:
The  FBI  originally  feigned  ignorance  over  the  identity  of  the  two  Boston
bombing suspects, Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, as they appealed to an
unwitting  public  to  help  them  “identify”  and  “find”  the  suspects.  […]  Russia
Today, in an article titled, “‘They were set up, FBI followed them for years’-
Tsarnaevs’ mother to RT,” stated of the suspects’ mother.

The Boston Marathon Bombing’s Inflated Injury Tallies, Prof. James F. Tracy

In sum, the photos,  videos,  stories  and figures comprising the mediated BMB
do  not  add  up  and  suggest  elements  of  a  manufactured  event.  The  inflated
injury count provided by the City of Boston is not readily supported by existing
visual  documentation  of  the  two bombings,  where  at  most  several  dozen
individuals may have been seriously impacted.

The Boston Bombings and the CIA Connection. Graham Fuller and Uncle Ruslan Tsarnaev,  F.
William Engdahl

Ruslan  Tsarnaev,  the  outspoken  uncle  of  the  brothers  was  married  to
Samantha A. Fuller until 2004. Samantha’s father is Graham Fuller, the senior
CIA  person  who  was  the  architect  the  Afghan  Islamic  fundamentalist
Mujahideen war against the Soviets. He is also involved in creating a global
jihad network, presumably acting on behalf of CIA interests.

FBI Agents Killed in Virginia Were Investigating the Boston Bombing, JG Vibes

Two FBI agents died in a “fall” from a helicopter in Virginia this week. Days
later it has emerged that these agents were involved in the arrest of  Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev, a suspect in the Boston Marathon bombings.

Five Key Questions That Were Not Asked During the Trial of “Boston Bomber” Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev, 21st Century Wire

Was older brother Tamerlan working as an informant for the FBI? Why were
Craft  International  mercenaries  active  at  the  finish  line,  and  did  one  of  them
place a backpack on the ground just before the bomb went off?

Boston Bombings: Was Tamerlan Tsarnaev a Double Agent Recruited by the FBI?, Prof Peter
Dale Scott
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There is a strong possibility that Tamerlan Tsarnaev, the older of  the two
brothers, was a double agent, perhaps recruited by the FBI.

If Tsarnaev was a double agent, he would be just one of thousands of young
people coerced by the FBI, as the price for settling a minor legal problem, into
a dangerous career as an informant.

See also:

Boston Marathon Bombing Timeline, Prof. James F. Tracy

In Defense of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev: The Real Smoking Gun in Boston, Kurt Haskell and Patrick
Henningsen

Boston Bomber’s Deafening Silence: What Would Tsarnaev Reveal?,  Lara Turner

We invite you to search through our extensive database using key words:

Tsarnaev archive

Boston Bombing archive
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